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Abstract

The scientific foundations of conservation policy are the subject of a recent tripolar debate,
with systematists arguing for the primacy of phylogenetic rankings, ecologists arguing for
protection at the level of populations or ecosystems, and evolutionary biologists urging
more attention for the factors that enhance adaptation and biodiversity. In the field of con-
servation genetics, this controversy is manifested in the diverse viewpoints of molecular
systematists, population biologists, and evolutionary (and quantitative) geneticists. A
resolution of these viewpoints is proposed here, based on the premise that preserving
particular objects (genes, species, or ecosystems) is not the ultimate goal of conservation.
In order to be successful, conservation efforts must preserve the processes of life. This task
requires the identification and protection of diverse branches in the tree of life (phylogen-
etics), the maintenance of life-support systems for organisms (ecology), and the continued
adaptation of organisms to changing environments (evolution). None of these objectives
alone is sufficient to preserve the threads of life across time. Under this temporal perspective,
molecular genetic technologies have applications in all three conservation agendas; DNA
sequence comparisons serve the phylogenetic goals, population genetic markers serve the
ecological goals, quantitative genetics and genome explorations serve the evolutionary goals.
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'The load of tomorrow, added to that of yesterday, carried

today makes the strongest falter'

Sir William Osier, physician (1849-1919; quoted in Franklin

1951)

Introduction

Recent attempts to put conservation priorities on a sci-

entific foundation have stalled over a tricotomy of opin-

ions that correspond approximately to the biological

disciplines of systematics, ecology, and evolution. Sys-

tematists argue that conservation efforts should be

directed toward distinct taxa because these contribute to

overall biodiversity on a scale proportional to their mor-

phological or genetic distinctiveness. Ecologists maintain

that landscapes and ecosystems should be the primary

medium for conservation efforts because they provide the

essential life-support system for endangered as well as
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nonendangered taxa. Both systematic and ecological views

have philosophical roots that extend back through human

history (Meffe & Carroll 1997), but the debate between

these schools has been particularly contentious in recent

years (Franklin 1993; Forey et al. 1994; Wheeler & Cracraft

1996). A relatively new school of thought based on evolu-

tionary theory has argued that conservation efforts

should focus on preservation of the genetic diversity that

allows biota to adapt to new conditions (see Frankel 1974;

Lande & Shannon 1996; Lynch 1996). This concept can

be extended to speciose groups that may be the source

of future biodiversity (Erwin 1991).

Should conservation efforts be directed toward distinct

taxa, ecosystems, or the progenitors of future biodiver-

sity? These three perspectives appear to generate conflict-

ing priorities for conservation efforts. The motivations for

these systematic, ecological, and evolutionary agendas

are quite different and may correlate to emerging subdis-

ciplines under the umbrella of conservation biology. Four

case histories are used to illustrate the motivations behind
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each agenda, and to suggest the possibility of a reconciliation

among these three viewpoints. In essence, the unifying

theme proposed here is that conserving biota requires three

complementary steps: (i) identification of diverse organ-

ismal lineages (the systematic regime); (ii) protection of

the life-support system for these lineages (the ecological

regime); and (iii) maintenance of the conditions that
generate new lineages (the evolutionary regime).

Molecular genetic methodologies can contribute to all

three agendas, with techniques that resolve relationships

from family pedigrees to Cambrian separations. When

conservation genetics is considered under this tripolar

framework, particular genetic techniques can be viewed

as serving one of three conservation goals corresponding

to systematics, ecology, or evolution.

Systematic perspective: the coelacanth

A prominent criterion for conservation is phylogenetic

distinctiveness. Under this approach, highly distinct biota

such as 'living fossils' contribute disproportionately to

overall biodiversity, as reflected in taxonomic rank, and

hence should receive a high conservation priority. One

such living fossil is the coelacanth, a primitive bony fish

thought to be extinct for 70 My prior to rediscovery in

the 1930s (Smith 1939). Latimeria chalumnae is a benthic

browser that occurs at low density in a few locations in the

Indian Ocean (Fricke et al. 1991; Erdmann et al. 1998).

Under the criteria for ecosystem health, the coelacanth

might merit a low conservation priority. As a progenitor

of future evolutionary radiations, this species is perhaps

an unlikely candidate (but see below). Under the criteria

of phylogenetic distinctiveness, the conservation of this

animal is an extremely high priority.

The importance of defining taxonomic (or phylogen-

etic) units for conservation is well established (Wheeler &

Cracraft 1996), but this approach is prone to accusations

of anthropocentric bias. Several authors have argued

that living fossils such as the coelacanth are curiosities,

or charismatic megafauna, with no objective basis for

preservation (see Erwin 1991). In counterargument, the

extant coelacanth has provided a wealth of information

on morphological and molecular evolution of vertebrates

(Baton et al. 1988; Stock et al. 1991; Meyer & Dolven 1992).

Similar to the ancient rocks sought by geologists to reveal

the origins of our planet, important chapters in the history

of life are etched in this organism, and much of this informa-

tion can be found nowhere else.

The scientific value of the coelacanth is coupled with

a historical value. The conservation of the coelacanth is

not motivated by ecological role or future evolutionary

potential, but by concern for the biological heritage (bio-

heritage) of this planet. As noted by Gould (1996), wise

stewardship must include preservation of the links to

earlier phases of planetary history. While scientists and the

public generally agree on the importance of preserving

bioheritage, this perspective is still vulnerable to charges

of anthropocentrism. Fortunately, objective standards are

available that closely parallel human interest in ancient

and morphologically distinct biota: the basis for preserv-

ing the coelacanth and other species can be expressed in

terms of taxonomic rank and distinctiveness in morpho-

logical and genetic comparisons. In this regard, DNA

sequence information provides a ubiquitous yardstick for

measuring the uniqueness of taxa (Avise 1989).

Ecological perspective: the Florida panther

Habitat destruction is the single biggest factor in eroding

biodiversity, and management schemes directed at particu-

lar species are doomed without consideration of habitat

health (Lovejoy 1996). These and related considerations

mandate an ecosystem approach to conservation, in which

representative habitats, and those with high species rich-

ness, are earmarked for protection. An important premise

of this approach is that the conservation of an ecosystem

is not contingent on the presence of endangered species

(Schmidt 1996), a key conceptual distinction between sys-

tematic and ecological approaches. Instead, species that play

an essential role in ecological processes are recognized as

high conservation priorities. For example, the re-establishment

of large predators in North America is motivated, in part,

by a desire to restore ecosystem functions.

Despite extraordinary efforts by state and federal

agencies, the native panthers in southern Florida (Puma
concolor coryi) now number less than 50 and continue to

dwindle towards extinction. Decades of industrial-scale

agriculture, coupled with an expanding human popula-

tion, have reduced and degraded the habitat available

to this feline predator. Under the criterion of taxonomic

distinctiveness, the Florida panther may not merit a high

priority because it is one of 30 recognized subspecies.

Low genetic diversity and suspected inbreeding depres-

sion (Roelke et al. 1993) make this subspecies an unlikely

candidate for generating future biodiversity. However,

if the unique ecosystems of southern Florida are to be

repaired, it is desirable to restore the role of top predator.

The recognition of ecological role was a deciding factor

in a recent decision to introduce Texas panthers (P.c.

stanleyana) to supplement the dwindling native stock of

Florida panthers. In this instructive case history, wildlife

managers weighed the priorities of preserving a distinct

phylogenetic lineage on the one hand, and maintaining

a feline predator in south Florida on the other, and

decided that the latter consideration carried greater

weight. As one biologist expressed it, 'We can either have

the Florida panther, or we can have panthers in Florida.'

The consideration of these multiple priorities heralds a

©1999 Blackwell Science Ltd, Molecular Ecology, 8, S5—S10
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new level of maturity in the implementation of conserva-

tion policy.

One problem with the ecology-based approach is that

ecosystems are difficult to delineate, and estimates of the

minimal size of nature reserves vary widely (Grumbine

1990). Another problem is that endangered taxa may not

be perceived as high priorities if they have previously
been reduced below the point where they serve ecosystem

functions. The strength of the ecosystem approach lies

in the pragmatic goals of perpetuating existing sup-

port systems for life. In practice, this approach requires

information on the natural history, population structure,

and interactions of coexisting species. Most conservation

actions are undertaken at the level of ecosystems, and it

is inevitable that these efforts consume the majority of

resources available for conservation.

Evolutionary perspective:
the African cichlid fishes

Population biologists have long recognized that genetic

diversity allows species to respond to environmental chal-

lenges (Wright 1932; Soule 1987; Lande & Shannon 1996).

Based on this premise, genetic diversity is widely accepted

as a foundation for future organismal diversity and cor-

responding conservation efforts are directed at preserving

the existing genetic variation within endangered species

(see Lynch 1996; Storfer 1996). These principles, applied

in a taxonomic context, indicate that speciose groups (espe-

cially those with novel adaptations) may be the wellspring

of future biodiversity (Erwin 1991). In contrast, living fossils

may be the last vestiges of previous evolutionary flourishes,

and thus not strong candidates for generating future

biodiversity.

A prominent caveat in this line of reasoning is that bio-

logists cannot predict which species will be the source of

future evolutionary radiations (Bowen 1998). To accom-

plish this would solve a fundamental evolutionary para-

digm: how do new species arise? Evolutionary biologists

have made substantial progress in understanding the

processes of speciation (Eldredge & Gould 1972; Carson

& Templeton 1984; Otte & Endler 1989; Palumbi 1994;

Veron 1995; Schluter 1996; Smith et al. 1997), but few

would argue that the issue has been resolved. A second

caveat is that speciose groups may include highly special-

ized taxa that are susceptible to extinction, and hence are

evolutionary dead-ends (see Elliot 1986).

Accepting the limitations above, several criteria may

nonetheless indicate future evolutionary potential, includ-

ing rapid morphological differentiation and novel adapta-

tions (the niche expansion criterion). The cichlid fishes

of the African Great Lakes qualify in both categories.

This group of over 400 species is characterized by extreme

trophic and morphological diversification (Fryer & Iles
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1972). In some cases, however, species are indistinguishable

with molecular genetic assays (Moran & Kornfield 1993;

Stauffer et al. 1995). Furthermore, the importance of any

single species to ecosystem function may not be high.

Hence, African cichlids may be a conservation priority in

terms of evolutionary potential, but any single species

may be a low priority in terms of phylogenetic distinctive-

ness and ecological role.

Even if scientists could accurately identify the well-

springs of future evolutionary radiations, the criterion of

evolutionary potential is clearly not sufficient by itself as

a foundation for conservation priorities. Taken to one

extreme, the philosophy of protecting speciose groups

would mandate conservation efforts for bacteria. In prac-

tice, this conservation priority may be the least resource

intensive. The progenitors of future biodiversity prob-

ably include groups that are abundant or widespread.

In the absence of robust criteria to predict the biological

successes of the future, the preservation of diverse eco-

systems will probably include many of the organisms that

qualify as conservation concerns in this category.

Intersection of conservation goals:
the leatherback sea turtle

Conservation programmes can be viewed as serving one

of three goals corresponding to the disciplines of system-

atics, ecology, and evolution. However, it is inevitable

(and desirable) that these three conservation agendas will

overlap, and that some populations, species, or ecosystems

will qualify as priorities under more than one discipline.

The leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) may

qualify under all three criteria. It is distinguished at the

taxonomic family level from other turtles and is highly

divergent in DNA sequence comparisons (Bowen & Karl

1996; Dutton et al. 1996). As the sole representative of a

lineage that traces back to the Jurassic period, this species

clearly merits priority under the criteria of systematics

and bioheritage. The leatherback turtle is also one of

the few vertebrates that feeds on jellyfish (Scyphozoa),

indicating a potentially important role in oceanic ecosys-

tems. Finally, a suite of unique morphological and physio-

logical adaptations allows this turtle to forage in the

freezing waters of Labrador and the Gulf of Alaska. The

leatherback turtle has transcended the barriers of being

a reptile (Rhodin 1985) and therefore is a strong candidate

for protection under the criterion of evolutionary potential.

In summary, defensible arguments can be made to protect

this endangered species on systematic, ecological, and

evolutionary grounds.

A temporal framework for conservation biology

The conservation of distinct taxa such as the coelacanth is
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Fig. 1 The temporal framework for setting
conservation priorities allocates responsib-
ilities in three distinct temporal spheres
(past, present, and future) to three disciplines
(systematics, ecology, and evolution). The
tree used here is based on the history of
sea turtles inferred from molecular sequence
comparisons (Bowen & Karl 1996; Dutton
et al. 1996). The process of conserving
sea turtles may start with the systematists
identifing seven extant species which require
protection. Subsequently, ecologists identify
the key habitat features that allow sea turtles
to survive and thrive on an ecological time-
scale of a few tens of thousands of years.
Finally, evolutionary biologists identify the
raw materials for future prosperity and
diversification.

motivated by the need to maintain the primary branches

in the tree of life (the systematic perspective). These prior-

ities are expressed in terms of morphological, genetic, or

taxonomic differentiation: yardsticks based on evolutionary

separations which have accumulated in the past. The

conservation of ecosystems and key species such as feline

predators is motivated by the desire to retain a vibrant

biosphere, both for human prosperity and for the mainten-

ance of extant biota (the ecological perspective). These

priorities are based on ecosystem health, a perspective

that is rooted in the present. The conservation of speciose

groups such as the African cichlids is motivated by an

appreciation for the processes that promote adaptation and

speciation (the evolutionary perspective). These priorities

are based on the production of new life forms in the future.

In the cases outlined above, conservation agendas

based on systematics, ecology, or evolution generate very

different priorities for individual taxa. Yet these need not

be conflicting priorities, nor do they indicate faulty para-

digms. When viewed in a temporal framework, these

three agendas are strikingly complementary: the system-

atic focus on bioheritage (the past), the ecological focus

on ecosystem integrity (the present), and the evolution-

ary focus on novel adaptations (the future). Considered in

this light, these three perspectives reveal the temporal

nature of conservation biology (Fig. 1).

The role of genetics in conservation

Conservation priorities can be classified under the three

general headings of systematics, ecology, and evolution.

Each of these disciplines draws on a different set of

specialists, and each set of specialists carries a different

toolbox. How are genetic studies relevant to the three

domains of conservation? Prior to the advent of bio-

chemical and molecular methodologies, it could be

argued that genetic studies were primarily the domain of

the evolutionary biologists. However, four decades of

technical advances have introduced genetic methodo-

logies into the toolboxes of ecologists and systematists

as well. Just as conservation efforts can be motivated by

one (or more) of three agendas, the genetic technologies

which serve these agendas can be quite distinct.

The introduction of genetics into systematics, and the

corresponding fusion of molecular biology and organ-

ismal history has been famously successful as evidenced by

numerous books including Molecular Systematics (Hillis

et al. 1996) and journals such as Molecular Phylogenetics
and Evolution. The essence of this field is comparisons of

appropriate DNA sequences, which provide a universal

template from which to make inferences about phylo-

genetic relationships. One of the most valuable contri-

butions of molecular systematics to conservation is the

identification of cryptic phylogenetic separations that are

masked by conservative morphologies (Garcia et al. 1998;

Clark et al. 1999; Roman et al. 1999; but see Karl & Bowen

1999). DNA sequence comparisons also allow the estima-

tion of branch lengths on phylogenetic trees, something

that is rarely possible with morphology-based system-

atics. These branch lengths are valuable in themselves to

draw conclusions about the distinctiveness of taxa (Avise

1989). However, when coupled with estimates of muta-

tion rate, branch lengths can be used to estimate the ages

of separations. Molecular clock calibrations add an excit-

ing new dimension to phylogenetic studies, and have

clear utility for setting conservation priorities. As the

value of systematic studies in conservation is widely

accepted (Forey et al. 1994), so too is the utility of molecu-

lar phylogenetic studies.

The ultimate value of genetics in ecology is not a subject

of universal agreement, but it is beyond dispute that gen-

etic studies, when coupled with field studies, can yield

powerful insights relevant to conservation. A primary

goal of ecological genetics, as indicated by contributions to

© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd, Molecular Ecology, 8, S5–S10
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the journal Molecular Ecology, is to resolve relationships

from family pedigrees to intraspecific populations. With

hypervariable nuclear loci, researchers can determine

mate choice, reproductive behaviour, pedigrees, and

social structure. These efforts require months in the labor-

atory, but produce information that could require years

of field studies. Population genetic surveys of organellar
and nuclear DNA are powerful tools for resolving

wildlife management units (MUs: Moritz 1994) and the

connectivity of proximate ecosystems (Joseph et al. 1995;

Avise 1996; Schneider et al. 1998). All of this natural history

information has applications in conservation.

The role of evolutionary genetics in conservation is

still developing. After an initial phase embodied by the

goal of preserving as much genetic diversity as pos-

sible, researchers have moved into a more sophisticated

search for the genetic diversity that actually influences

evolutionary processes and allows adaptation to changing

conditions. Quantitative genetics seems to have an

increasingly vital role (Storfer 1996). As noted by Lynch

(1996), much of the genetic diversity observed in wild

populations of plants and animals is probably irrelevant

to evolutionary processes, and therefore irrelevant to the con-

servation of evolutionary processes. However, the general

goal of preserving genetic diversity is undiminished.

Finally, a growing body of evidence indicates that

mutations at developmental and regulatory operons are

important evolutionary catalysts. Transposons can insert

themselves at locations in the genome that will alter the

expression of adjacent loci (McDonald 1990). Changes in

protein structure via mutation can disrupt the recogni-

tion of gametes (Palumbi 1994; Swanson & Vacquier 1998).

These and related classes of genomic changes probably

enable the development of evolutionary novelty and new

species (Krieber & Rose 1986). As the various 'genome'

projects continue to unravel eukaryotic chromosomes,

it is likely that the field of molecular evolution will take

quantum steps in identifying the genetic elements

that influence organismal evolution. These discoveries

may, in turn, provide criteria for identifying geminate

evolutionary lineages and for conserving the means of

generating future biodiversity.

Summary

A recent controversy, apparent at the INTECOL sym-

posium and other recent scientific exchanges, stems from

a dispute over whether conservation priorities should be

formulated in terms of ecology, phylogeny, or genetic diver-

sity. In the field of conservation genetics, this controversy
is embodied by the diverse viewpoints of population bio-
logists, molecular systematists, and evolutionary biologists.
The solution to this dispute begins with the recognition
that preservation of any of these objects (genes, species

© 1999 Blackwell Science Ltd, Molecular Ecology, 8,55-S10

or ecosystems) alone is futile. Perpetuating species

without ecosystems makes as much sense as preserving

ecosystems without species. Perhaps the solution to this

dispute includes the recognition that conservation is

not about protecting objects, it is about protecting a

process: life. Conservation is based on a mandate to maint-

ain the threads of life as they arrive from the past, abide

in the present, and depart for the future. Under the

temporal perspective outlined above, the disciplines of

systematics, ecology, and evolution each contribute uniquely

and irreplaceably to conservation.
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